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ABSTRACT　This paper presents a hybrid model for three_dimensional Geogr aphical I nfor-

mation Systems which is an integration of surface_ and volume_based models.The T riangulat-

ed I rregular Network(T IN)and octree models are integrated in this hybrid model.The T IN

model wo rks as a surface_based model w hich mainly serves for surface presentation and visual-

ization.On the other hand , the octree encoding suppor ts volumetric analy sis.The designed da-

ta structure brings a majo r advantag e in the three_dimensional selective retrieval.This tech-

nique increases the efficiency of three_dimensional data operation.

1　Introduction

Three_dimensional (3_D)Geog raphical Informa-

tion Systems(GISs)are very important fo r the ap-

plication fields such as urban planning and manage-

ment , geological subsurface modeling , mining and

oil explo ration.In a 3_D GIS , an object can be de-

scribed in horizontal (x , y) and vertical (z)

space.This spatial coo rdinate system allows mo re

than one object to locate at the same horizontal lo-

cation wi th different vertical positions.This is es-

sential for the volume calculation , prof iling , slope

and aspect calculation.

Most of the existing commercial GIS are designed

for tw o_dimensional(2_D)spatial data processing.

There is a strong requirement on 3_D GIS applica-

tion and research (Raper , 1989).Lack of real 3_D

GIS data models and st ructures makes i t impossible

to carry out sophisticated 3_D spat ial analysis.

These make 3_D data modeling become of increas-

ing interest in the GIS community.The major re-

search issues may include:3_D spatial data model ,

3_D topological data model , 3_D database , 3_D spa-

tial query and 3_D visualization.
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This paper focuses the context of 3_D data model-

ing .Basically , the 3_D computational models can be

classified into two major g roups:surface_ and vol-

ume_based representations.Surface_based geometric

representations describe geometric characteristics of

objects by using micro surface cells or surface prim-

itives.The typical surface_based models include

Grid , Shape model , Facet model , Boundary Repre-

sentation(B_rep).On the other hand , volume_based

geometric representations describe the interior of

objects by using solid information.The typical vol-

ume_based models may include 3_D array , Needle

model , octree and Constructive Solid Geometry

(CSG).Both surface_ and volume_based models

have their ow n merits and shortcomings in han-

dling 3_D GIS data.An integration of the tw o mod-

els is expected to maintain the advantages of bo th.

There are hybrid models developed in CAD/CAM

mainly for handling regular objects.However , there

is very lit tle research on integ ration of surface_ and

volume_based 3_D models in the GIS community ,

where irregular objects are to be handled.This is

thus ident if ied as the focus of this paper.

2　Background

Many problems exist in the 3_D GIS develop-

ment.Those mainly are:data volume , 3_D topolo-



gy , spatial query and 3_D visualization.The devel-

opment of the hybrid model is to partially resolve

these problems.The idea of the integ ration of sur-

face_ and volume_based model solves some of the

problems caused by the weakness of a single type of

the models.

Computer g raphics(CG), computer_aided design

(CAD ), and computer_aided manufacturing

(CAM)were the driven forces behind the rapid de-

velopment of geometric modeling schemes

(Mortenson ,1985).In the GIS community , the de-

velopment of 3_D models is passive and mainly de-

pendent on what developed in CG and CAD.Cur-

rent GIS builds up the relationships betw een the el-

evat ion att ribute and other spatial and non_spat ial

data.With these elevat ion at t ributes and associated

2_D geometric elements , 3_D models can be dis-

played by CAD sy stems.However , differences be-

tween GIS and CAD sy stems , such as dimensions

and characteristics of the described objects , topolo-

gy and at tribute data , spat ial analysis make it nec-

essary to develop specialized 3_D data structures.

Thus the requirements f rom the GIS community

can be met.3_D GIS database design and database

using relational data concepts had been done in the

early 90s.However , there is still a lack of practica-

ble scheme for developing a real 3_D GIS (Li ,

1994).

In the CAD/CAM community , CSG and B_rep

are the most commonly used 3_D models.A CSG

consists of the Boolean combinations of the simple

primi tive volumes.A B_rep consists of the discrete

bounding surfaces , curves and points of the solid to-

gether w ith the adjacency relationships betw een the

geometric entities.The idea of combining CSG and

B_rep in modeling process w as started f rom the ear-

ly 80s , while industrial people found difficulties in

modeling volumetric objects bounded by free_form

surfaces.This is the basis of the integration of sur-

face_ and volume_based models.

Kunii et al.(1995)proposed that there is of ten a

need to derive the boundary of an object space.His

paper also presented a method fo r automatically

identifying the outermost boundaries of oct ree_in-

dexed objects.It made the boundaries be derived

flexibly and be converted to a variety of representa-

tions.It is now popular in the computer g raphics

communi ty.

Octree model is used in the CAD/CAM communi-

ty for providing a discrete approximation to an ob-

ject.It is converted from the CSG model for fast

displaying and generat ing meshes.Due to the ap-

proximate surface provided by the oct ree , it is sel-

dom used in manufacturing process.

In the GIS community , the surface_based model ,

e.g.,TIN , is commonly used for 3_D surface analy-

sis.Point_to_point analysis , cut_and_fill analysis , cal-

culation of slope , aspect , volume , surface area and

surface length are all achieved by i ts modeling capa-

bilities of a TIN.Volumetric spatial analysis has to

be simplified into surface analysis.Most of the ex-

isting commercial GIS are not specifically fo r the

geo_sciences and are mostly 2_D G IS.Peking Uni-

versi ty (1995)int roduced a volumetric data model-

ing ,Dig ital Volume M odel (DVM)for displaying

and analyzing mineral deposit.

Li(1994)carried out a research on 3_D data

structure and application.In that study , two models

were developed.One w as a surface_based model and

the other w as a volume_based model.The surface_

based model w as mainly used fo r visualization and

the volume_based model w as used for spatial opera-

tion.Dynamic visualization , animation , and fast ren-

dering techniques are applied to the surface_based

model.Octree and CSG were used fo r the volumet-

ric part of the model.

In this paper , a hybrid 3_D GIS spatial data model

will be presented , which is composed of both sur-

face_ and volume_based geometric representations.

The hybrid 3_D model contains rich surface infor-

mation and detailed volumetric information in an

effective w ay .The paper will first int roduce the hy-

brid model and give two application examples of the

model.An analy sis to the model w ill be given final-

ly.

3　The hybrid 3_D model

3.1　Model design

The hybrid 3_D model is designed as an integ ra-

tion of a surface_based model and a volume_based

model.This idea is show n in Fig.1.The hybrid
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model thus includes the two individual 3_D models

and the linkage of them.

Fig.1　The Concept of the hybrid 3_Dmodel

In the hybrid model , the surface_based model is

for perfo rming analy sis and visualization of three_

dimensional surfaces , e.g., intervisibili ty of points

and profiling.On the other hand , the volume_based

model is for 3_D data operations and analy sis.Each

location(x , y)may have several z values express-

ing elevation elements such as holes , tunnels ,wells ,

o r even different rock types locat ing in different el-

evat ions.Considering the requirements in GIS , TIN

is adopted as the surface_based model.The octree is

adopted as the volume_based model in this hybrid

3_D GIS model.In the follow ing sections , the TIN

and oct ree are int roduced independent ly , and then

the linkage of the both.

3.2　The surface_based model:TIN

A facet model appro ximates an object surface cell

w hich may be of different shape.A triang le facet

model has its surface cells def ined as t riangles of

v arious sizes and is called a TIN.A database of a

triangle facet model includes not only coordinates of

vertices of all cellar t riangles , but also topological

relationships betw een triang les.In the areas w here

the surface varies very slowly t riangles of large sizes

can be used to represent the surface;while in areas

w ith rapid surface changes f iner t riangles can ap-

proximate surface variations more precisely .There-

fore , the storage space needed for a triang le facet

model is proportional to the number of triang les

used , which depends on surface characteristics and

the required resolution of the resulting triang le

facet model.

One of the advantages of the TIN model is the

preservation of the originality of measured input

data.The nodes of the t riangles are o riginal points;

the triangles themselves are poly gons;and the sides

of the triang les are a special case of chains w hich

are straight_line segments w ith the nodes being on-

ly vertices.Furthermore , because of their stable

structure and simplicity fo r processing , triang le

facet models are widely used in the generat ion of

DTMs , visualization of 3_D object surface , shading

and ray tracing .

Fig.2　An example of TIN

In the various w ays of sto ring TIN topology , the

most common one uses t riangle as a basic object ,

with topological links to adjacent triangles and a list

of nodes.In this model , each reco rd of the triang le

topology table lists the three adjacent triangles and

three nodes of the t riangle in the clockwise order.

Spatial coordinates of each node (x , y , z) are

stored in a separate reco rd.This st ructure allow s ef-

f icient processing w here area adjacency is used.Ta-

bles 1 and 2 show an example using this model for

representing the TIN in Fig.2.
Table 1　List of node coordinates

Node Coordinates

1 X 1 , Y 1 , Z 1

2 X 2 , Y 2 , Z 2

3 X 3 , Y 3 , Z 3

… …

… …

7 X 7 , Y 7 , Z 7

Table 2　List of triangle topology

Triangle Node Adj.Δ

Ⅰ 1 , 6 ,7 Ⅶ , O , Ⅵ

Ⅱ 2 , 7 ,3 Ⅵ , O , Ⅲ

Ⅲ 2 , 3 ,4 Ⅱ , O , Ⅳ

Ⅳ 2 , 4 ,5 Ⅲ , O , Ⅴ

Ⅴ 5 , 1 ,2 Ⅶ , Ⅵ , Ⅳ

Ⅵ 1 , 7 ,2 Ⅰ , Ⅱ , Ⅴ

Ⅶ 6 , 1 ,5 Ⅰ , Ⅴ , O

　　Note:O=outside

3.3　The volume_based model:octree

The oct ree representation describes an object hier-

archically.An original octant is def ined first , as

similar to a 3_D binary array , the octant is the

smallest cube containing the object.At the fi rst lev-

el this original octant is divided into eight sub_oc-
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tants by halving the original octant in 3 directions.

Then , each sub_octant is checked if it is occupied by

the object.The sub_octants are classified into three

categories:F =Full(fully occupied by the object),E

=Empty(no object element exists in the sub_oc-

tant),P=Partial(partially occupied).On the o ther

hand , these eight sub_octants correspond to eight

dig its f rom 0 to 7 ,which are enable the octants to

be related to a 3_D Cartesian coordinate system.P_

octants will be further subdivided into eight sub_oc-

tants at the nex t level , which are again classified.

This partit ion procedure continues until all sub_oc-

tants are either full(F)o r empty (E).An example

of linear octree is show n in Fig .3.

　　　　　　　　　　　
Fig.3　Linear octree:0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , 7 , 60 , 61 , 62 , 63 , 65 , 66 , 67

In o rder to save sto rage space , E_octants are not

registered.A linear oct ree data stucture that list s

only oct ree codes of F_octants is of ten used.Storage

space requirement for a linear octree is relat ively

low in comparison w ith other volume_based repre-

sentations.It increases if the required octree resolu-

tion is high.Because of its hierarchical data struc-

ture , oct ree representation is very efficient in spat ial

analy sis , Boolean operations , and database manage-

ment.

Octree is actually an encoding method to reduce

the storage space requirements fo r 3_D raster data ,

which is an extension of a quadtree st ructure in

three dimensions.This three_dimensional hierarchi-

cal data st ructure provides both advantages in data

compression and ef ficient spatial addressing , and it

is alw ays planar_enforced.

3.4　The linkage between TIN and octree

In the hybrid model , each T IN facet is designed

to contain its ow n octants.This is realized by set-

ting up a linkage file of pointers.A TIN facet thus

can be ef ficiently linked w ith the corresponding da-

ta octants.In the hybrid model ,TIN is mainly used

for visualization and finding topological relation-

ship.Once a t riangular facet (or more)is chosen ,

i ts relevant octree data is decoded for handling spa-

tial operations.Fig.4 show s a t riangular facet in the

TIN model.Fig.5 show s a 3_D volume data in oc-

tree model.Fig .6 show s the above tw o data sets or-

ganized by the hybrid model.The TIN model

works as a surface_based model covering the details

of the 3_D volume data represented by the octree

model.

Fig.4　A triangular facet in the TINmodel

3.5　Data structure of the hybrid model

The hybrid data structure is composed of five

files:ADJ Δ file , NODE file ,COORD file , POIN T-

ER file and OCTREE DATA file show n in Tables
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3 ～ 7.In this data model , the triangles are the basic

spat ial objects.Each triangle has it s topological at-

tributes w hich describe the nodes , the adjacent tri-

angles and the pointers to the relevant octree ele-

ments.

Fig.5　A 3_D volume data in octree model

Fig.6　Data sets in the hybrid model

TIN model w orks as a surface_based model cover-

ing the details of 3_D volume data represented by

an oct ree model.

The ADJ Δ file stores the adjacency relationships

of the different t riangles.The NODE file indicates

the three nodes which fix the limits of each trian-

g le.The COORD file contains the x , y , z coordi-

nates of each node.The POINTER file locates the

octree data stored in the OCTREE DA TA file of

each triangle.The OCTREE DATA file stores the

octree data w hich represent the volume under each

triangle.Fig .7 show s an example w hich is stored in

the five tables by the hybrid data structure.

4　Application examples

4.1　Selective retrieve

Since in the hybrid model the t riangle is the basic

unit.It is therefore possible for a user to ret rieve an

interested area.In the developed prototype i t is re-

alized by clipping the interested area and omit ting

the unselected ones.As a result , only the octants

w ithin the interested area are ret rieved other than

all areas.Data retrieving time can be reduced if the

selected area is smaller , and the usage of storage

space is more eff icient.Although the data size is

smaller by using octree encoding , limiting the

amount of data retrieved is further helpful in reduc-

ing storage space.Therefo re , retrieval t ime in the

sy stem is reduced.Fig.8 illustrates an example of

selective ret rieve using the developed proto type

based on the hybrid 3_D GIS model.

Fig.7　A network to be modeled by the hybrid model

Table 3　List the three adjacent

triangles for each triangle

ADJ Δ file

Δ Adj.Δ

Ⅰ O , Ⅴ , O

Ⅱ Ⅲ , O , O

Ⅲ Ⅴ , Ⅳ , Ⅱ

Ⅳ Ⅴ ,O , Ⅲ

Ⅴ Ⅰ , Ⅳ , Ⅲ

Table 4　List the three nodes which define

each triangle

NODE file

Δ Node

Ⅰ 1 , 5 , 2

Ⅱ 2 , 4 , 3

Ⅲ 2 , 6 , 4

Ⅳ 6 , 5 , 4

Ⅴ 2 , 5 , 6

Table 5　List the coordinates of each node

COORD file

Node Coordinates

1 X 1 , Y 1 , Z 1

2 X 2 , Y 2 , Z 2

3 X 3 , Y 3 , Z 3

4 X 4 , Y 4 , Z 4

5 X 5 , Y 5 , Z 5

6 X 6 , Y 6 , Z 6
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Table 6　Indicating location of octree data.The two

pointers indicate the data range in the file

POINTER f ile

Δ Layer OCT REE ptr.

Ⅰ 1 160

Ⅰ 2 239 371

Ⅱ 1 6 178

Ⅲ 1 79 103

Ⅳ 1 104 150

Ⅴ 1 151 238

Ⅴ 2 373 516

Table 7　Store octree data

OCT REE DATA file

Add ress Octal_key Level

1 1 18

2 30 17

3 37 17

4 572 16

5 573 16

… … …

4.2　Visualization

Fig.9 illust rates an example of applying the hy-

brid model to visualize terrain data , geological and

engineering data.The tunnel is an engineering data

located under the terrain.The individual st ructures

are geological data.Bo th geological and engineering

data are stored as 3_D raster layer encoded by oc-

tree.TIN model is used for storing the terrain da-

ta.Both TIN and oct ree data are integ rated in the

hybrid model.With this result ,we can visualize vol-

ume (engineering and geological)data and surface

(terrain)data simultaneously.

5　An analysis of the hybrid model

5.1　Merit of the hybrid model

The hybrid model is composed of both TIN and

oct ree model.It therefore maintains the advantages

of both .For instance , the model can perform ren_

Fig.8　An example of the selective retrieval

Fig.9　Application of the hybrid model for visual iz ing surface data , geological and engineering data

dering techniques such as texture mapping or ray_ t racing.The model takes the advantage of octree
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such as ef ficient addressing and efficient data stor-

age.The hybrid model is ef ficient in process of

topological search.The hybrid model is also eff i-

cient in ret rieving relevant volumetric data of a tri-

angle in TIN.The selective retrieve is an example.

5.2　Limitat ion of the hybrid model

The conf igurat ion of octree data needs to be

changed when that of the TIN is changed.It takes

long time to encode ,decode and resample octree da-

ta.Accuracy of the TIN model is g reatly affected

by sample point accuracy , sample point dist ribu-

tion ,data source , and the conf igurat ion of netw ork.

Manual edit ing of interior data is a time consuming

process.

6　Conclusions

A hybrid 3_D GIS model , which can handle sur-

face_ and volume_based data simul taneously has

been developed in this study on the basis of TIN

and octree data models.The TIN model w orks as a

surface_based model w hich can model the irregular

terrain surface in GIS.On the o ther hand , the oc-

tree is adopted because of its efficiency in 3_D ad-

dress retrieving sto rage and data compression.It

shows that the model is efficient in 3_D selective

ret rieval and visualization w hen both surface_ and

volume_based data are used simultaneously.
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